
COMPACT GRADER



Overview 

FEEDING

EXIT

Classified products can be placed 
directly in boxes or in a variety of 
blending boxes, serving trays and 
bag holders.

BARCODE SYSTEM
To print labels with traceability information 
such as data processing, label printers can 
be put in the matching station at the end of 
the grader. RFID system or barcode system can
be used in Tamay Grader Label Printer. REMOTE TRACKING

The grader machine can be connected to the internet, 
allowing the service crew to observation the machine's 
condition remotely. This service can be configured according 
to the  customers demands

TABLES
There are tables under the stations 
to hold trays or packages.

 HYGIENIC DESIGN

All grading systems have a completely open structure . All products are made of 
304-316 Stainless steel sheets and the connection/corners are welded with TİG 
Method. The system is easy to clean and designed as per hygienic standards for 
food industry.Horizontal surfaces are avoided. Station can be opened or removed 
easily.In addition, Tamay Compact Grader has a cleaning mode on HMI screen.

Feeding system that will enable 
the Compact Grader Machine to 
operate at the highest efficiency. 
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Product Options

Tamay Compact Grader
Industrial food production facilities; It is manufactured in high 
quality, dynamic, modular structure, user-friendly, hygienic design, 
entirely of stainless steel, in accordance with food and HACCP 
norms for industrial food production facilities

Products weighed on Tamay Compact Grader; are classified at 
stations within the weight range we set on the system.

General Features

For detailed information about our product groups, you can 
review our website and contact us for technical information.

~100-120 ürün/dk

TMY-CPGRD6T

TMY-CPGRD8T

Optional
• Design specific to your 

company
• Gate option in desired range
• 100% Satisfaction 

TMY-CPGRD8C 8 Gates Double Sided

6 Gates Single Sided

8 Gates Single Sided

~80 ürün/dk

~80-100 ürün/dk

~80 ürün/dk

~100-120 ürün/dk

Capacity of the Tamay Compact Grader 
50 products/min
Fast weighing and classification
Easy to clean structure
Labeling system
IP67 touch screen control
Interactive product control
Remotely accessible system
Possibility to receive various reports
Fast technical support
Multiple language support
Designed for Fish / Chicken / Frozen 

Products
User friendly
Modular structure
Stainless steel chasis
Strong performance 

TMY-CPGRD6C 6 Gates Double Sided
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Tamay  Compact Grader

Compact and ergonomic design of the grading line:

Tamay Compact Grading Machine has the feature of classifying the product groups according to their 
weights, which is the main feature of the grading machines, and enables functional use in narrow 
spaces within the facility.
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 SERVICES
Tamay Compact Grading Machine  provides other services to customers , in addition to classifying fish/
poultry groups according to their weight. These services can be changed according to your needs with 
customer demand.

The HMI screen of the grading machine has all the necessary functions 
for the users. Since the setting pages contain important settings of the 
machine, it ask a password from the user. In this way your machine's 
settings are preserved. Tamay Compact Grader, it performs fast 
classification through stations defined according to the desired weight 
range on the prescription.

You can send the machine's home page information to mail groups as 
an e-mail. This feature, you can access the transaction volume of the 
machine from the screen at the end of the day or at any time.
In addition to these, daily or instant reporting is  available. The content 
of the reports can be designed at the request of customers demands.

You can access Tamay Grading Machine from your computers and 
phones while you are in business or not. In this way, you can control the 
instant status of the machine and control the machine remotely.

Tamay Compact Grading Machine has a cleaning mode. In cleaning 
mode, the cleaning of the machine is carried out more easily and quickly 
by running the stations open and the motors at low speed.

Tamay Grader Machine has its own label printer for use in the matching 
station at the end of the grader line. Label printer has barcode or RFID 
functions. This feature is optional.
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www.tamaysan.com

“Tamay Industrial Equipments has been 
providing industrial solutions since 1946.”

Factory
AOSB Mah.10000 Sk. No:20 

TR-35620 Ç�ğl� / İZMİR

+90 (0232) 328 18 87

tamaysan@tamaysan.com

Showroom

Şeh�tler Cad. No:78 
Alsancak / İZMİR

+90 (0232) 421 91 94

tamaysan@tamaysan.com

www.marel.com/poultry
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